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Abstract Let D be a finite-dimensional central division algebra over a field K . We
define the genus gen(D) of D to be the collection of classes [D′] ∈ Br(K ), where D′
is a central division K -algebra having the same maximal subfields as D. In this paper,
we describe a general approach to proving the finiteness of gen(D) and estimating
its size that involves the unramified Brauer group with respect to an appropriate set
of discrete valuations of K . This approach is then implemented in some concrete
situations, yielding in particular an extension of the Stability TheoremofA.Rapinchuk
and I. Rapinchuk (Manuscr. Math. 132:273–293, 2010) from quaternion algebras to
arbitrary algebras of exponent two. We also consider an example where the size of the
genus can be estimated explicitly. Finally, we offer two generalizations of the genus
problem for division algebras: one deals with absolutely almost simple algebraic K -
groups having the same isomorphism/isogeny classes ofmaximal K -tori, and the other
with the analysis of weakly commensurable Zariski-dense subgroups.
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1 Introduction

For a finite-dimensional central division algebra A over a field K , we let [A] denote
the corresponding class in the Brauer group Br(K ) of K . Following [5], we define the
genus gen(D) of a central division K -algebra D of degree n to be the collection of
all classes [D′] ∈ Br(K ), where D′ is a central division K -algebra having the same
maximal fields as D (in precise terms, this means that D′ has the same degree n, and
a field extension P/K of degree n admits a K -embedding P ↪→ D if and only if it
admits a K -embedding P ↪→ D′). One of the results announced in [5] states that if
K is a finitely generated field, then the genus gen(D) of a central division K -algebra
D of degree n prime to char K is finite. The proof consists of two parts: first, one
relates the size of gen(D) to that of nBr(K )V , the n-torsion of the unramified Brauer
group Br(K )V with respect to a suitable set V of discrete valuations of K ; second,
one establishes the finiteness of nBr(K )V . The goal of the current paper is to give a
detailed exposition of the first part. This analysis, in particular, enables us to extend the
Stability Theorem of [24] from quaternion algebras to arbitrary algebras of exponent
two. In [5], we sketched a proof, communicated to us by J.-L. Colliot-Thélène [6],
of the finiteness of nBr(K )V for a suitable V , which relies on Deligne’s finiteness
theorem for constructible sheaves [7] and Gabber’s purity theorem [8]. Our original
proof was based on an analysis of the standard exact sequence for the Brauer group of a
curve (cf. [16] or [9, 9.25, p. 27]), and the details of this proof will be given elsewhere.
A noteworthy feature of the second proof is that it leads to explicit estimates on the
order of the n-torsion of the unramified Brauer group, hence on the size of the genus: to
demonstrate this point, as well as to showcase some of the ideas involved in the general
argument, we compute an upper bound for the size of the 2-torsion in the unramified
Brauer group of the field of rational functions of a split elliptic curve over a number
field. In any case, the set of valuations V for which one can prove the finiteness of
nBr(K )V is rather special and arises from geometric considerations; at the same time,
one can relate the size of gen(D) to that of nBr(K )V in a much more general context
(which is our main motivation for separating the two parts of the argument). So, we
begin with a precise description of the set-up that will be used throughout this paper.

Let K be a field. Given a discrete valuation v of K , we will denote by OK ,v and
K v its valuation ring and residue field, respectively. Fix an integer n > 1 (which will
later be either the degree or the exponent of D) and suppose that V is a set of discrete
valuations of K that satisfies the following three conditions:

(A) For any a ∈ K ×, the set V (a) := {v ∈ V | v(a) �= 0} is finite;
(B) There exists a finite subset V ′ ⊂ V such that the field of fractions of

O :=
⋂

v∈V \V ′
OK ,v,

coincides with K ;
(C) For any v ∈ V , the characteristic of the residue field K v is prime to n.
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(We note that if K is finitely generated, which will be the case in most of our appli-
cations, then (B) automatically follows from (A)—see §2). Due to (C), we can define
for each v ∈ V the corresponding residue map

ρv : nBr(K ) −→ Hom(G(v),Z/nZ),

whereG(v) is the absolute Galois group of K v (cf., for example, [25, §10] or [26, Chap.
2, Appendix]). As usual, a class [A] ∈ nBr(K ) (or a finite-dimensional central simple
K -algebra A representing this class) is said to be unramified at v if ρv([A]) = 1, and
ramified otherwise. We let RamV (A) (or RamV ([A])) denote the set of all v ∈ V
where A is ramified; one shows that this set is always finite (Proposition 2.1). We also
define the unramified part of nBr(K ) with respect to V to be

nBr(K )V =
⋂

v∈V

Kerρv.

The goal of §2 is to prove the following result that relates the size of the genus with
the order of the unramified Brauer group.

Theorem 2.2. Assume that nBr(K )V is finite. Then for any finite-dimensional central
division K -algebra D of exponent n, the intersection gen(D) ∩ nBr(K ) is finite, of
size

|gen(D) ∩ nBr(K )| � |nBr(K )V | · ϕ(n)r , with r = |RamV (D)|,

where ϕ is the Euler function. In particular, if D has degree n then

|gen(D)| � |nBr(K )V | · ϕ(n)r .

We use this result in §3 to estimate the size of the genus for division algebras over
the function fields of curves in certain situations. This analysis, in particular, enables us
to describe some cases where gen(D) reduces to a single element. First, we observe
that since the opposite algebra Dop has the same maximal subfields as D, this can
happen only if [Dop] = [D], i.e. if D has exponent 2 in the Brauer group. On the other
hand, it follows from the theorem of Artin–Hasse–Brauer–Noether (AHBN) (cf. Sect.
3.6) that gen(D) does reduce to a single element for any algebra D of exponent 2 over
a global field K (in which case D is necessarily a quaternion algebra). The following
theorem, which was established earlier in [24] for quaternion algebras, expands the
class of fields with this property.

Theorem 3.5. (Stability Theorem) Let k be a field of characteristic �= 2.

(1) Suppose k satisfies the following property:
(∗) If D and D′ are central division k-algebras of exponent 2 having the same

maximal subfields, then D 	 D′ (in other words, for any D of exponent 2,
|gen(D) ∩2 Br(k)| = 1).

Then the field of rational functions k(x) also satisfies (∗).
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(2) If |gen(D)| = 1 for any central division k-algebra D of exponent 2, then the
same is true for any central division k(x)-algebra of exponent 2.

Corollary 3.8. Let k be either a finite field of characteristic �= 2 or a number field,
and K = k(x1, . . . , xr ) be a finitely generated purely transcendental extension of k.
Then for any central division K -algebra D of exponent 2, we have |gen(D)| = 1.

In §4, wewill give explicit estimates on the size of the genus of a quaternion algebra
over the field of rational functions of a split elliptic curve over a number field (cf.
Theorem 4.1). Finally, in §§5, 6 we discuss possible generalizations of the finiteness
theorem for the genus [5] in the context of general absolutely almost simple algebraic
groups. More precisely, Conjecture 5.2 predicts the finiteness of the genus, defined in
terms of the isomorphism classes of maximal K -tori, of an absolutely almost simple
algebraic group over a finitely generated field K of “good” characteristic—Theorem
5.3 confirms this conjecture for inner forms of typeA�. In §6, after a brief review of the
notion of weak commensurability and its connections with length-commensurability
of locally symmetric spaces (cf. [21], [23]), we formulate Conjecture 6.1 that asserts
the finiteness of the number of forms of a given absolutely simple algebraic group
over a finitely generated field K of characteristic zero that can contain a finitely
generated Zariski-dense subgroup with the trace field K weakly commensurable to a
given finitely generated Zariski-dense subgroup (both Conjecture 5.2 and 6.1 are true
over number fields).

2 Ramification places and the genus of a division algebra

Let K be a field. Fix an integer n > 1 and let V be a set of discrete valuations of
K satisfying conditions (A), (B) and (C) of §1 [we observe that if K is generated
over its prime subfield by nonzero elements a1, . . . , ar , then using (A), one can find a
finite subset V ′ ⊂ V such that v(ai ) = 0 for all v ∈ V \V ′ and all i = 1, . . . , r . Then
a1, . . . , ar lie inO = ⋂

v∈V \V ′ OK ,v , and hence the fractionfield of the latter coincides
with K . Thus, for a finitely generated field K , condition (B) follows automatically
from condition (A)].

Proposition 2.1 Assume that V satisfies conditions (A), (B), and (C). Then for any
[A] ∈ nBr(K ), the set RamV ([A]) is finite.

Proof Pick a finite set V ′ ⊂ V as in (B), and set

O =
⋂

v∈V \V ′
OK ,v.

It is enough to show that the set of v ∈ V \V ′ where A ramifies is finite. Let dimK A =
�2. First, we note that it is possible to find a basis x1 = 1, . . . , x�2 of A over K such
that

A := Ox1 + · · · + Ox�2
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Genus and unramified Brauer group 215

is a subring of A. Indeed, let y1, . . . , y�2 be an arbitrary K -basis of A with y1 = 1.
Then, we can write

yi y j =
�2∑

k=1

ck
i j yk with ck

i j ∈ K . (1)

Since K is the field of fractions of O, there exists d ∈ O such that dck
i j ∈ O for all

i, j and k. Multiplying (1) by d2, we obtain

(dyi )(dy j ) =
�2∑

k=1

(dck
i j )(dyk),

which implies that the basis x1 = 1, x2 = dy2, . . . , x�2 = dy�2 is as required.
Now, for v ∈ V \V ′, we set

Av = A ⊗K Kv and Av = A ⊗O Ov.

We have Av = Av ⊗Ov
Kv , and furthermore if Av is an Azumaya algebra, then A

is unramified at v (cf. [25, §10]). Since A is a central simple algebra over K , the
canonical map ϕ : A ⊗K Aop → EndK A given by

r∑

i=1

ai ⊗ bi −→
(

x �→
r∑

i=1

ai xbi

)
,

is an isomorphism. Identifying A ⊗O Aop and EndO A with O-submodules of
A ⊗K Aop and EndK A, respectively, we observe that the fact that ϕ is an isomor-
phism, in conjunction with the finite generation of theO-module EndOA 	 M�2(O),
implies the existence of a nonzero t ∈ O such that

t · EndOA ⊂ ϕ(A ⊗O Aop). (2)

Now, suppose v ∈ V lies outside of the finite set V ′ ∪ V (t), and let ϕv be the map
analogous to ϕ for the algebra Av . Since EndOv

Av = (EndOA)⊗OOv and t ∈ O×
v ,

we conclude from (2) that

ϕv(Av ⊗Ov
Aop

v ) = EndOv
Av.

This means that Av is an Azumaya Ov-algebra, from which our claim follows. �
The main result of this section is the following.

Theorem 2.2 Assume that nBr(K )V is finite. Then for any finite-dimensional central
division K -algebra D of exponent n, the intersection gen(D) ∩ nBr(K ) is finite, of
size
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|gen(D) ∩ nBr(K )| � |nBr(K )V | · ϕ(n)r , with r = |RamV (D)|,

where ϕ is the Euler function. In particular, if D has degree n then

|gen(D)| � |nBr(K )V | · ϕ(n)r.

We begin the proof with the following generalization of Lemma 2.5 of [24], which
establishes the desired conclusionwithout the assumption that the residue field satisfies
condition (LD) introduced in loc. cit. We recall that given a finite-dimensional central
division algebraD over a fieldKwhich is complete with respect to a discrete valuation
v, the valuation v uniquely extends to a discrete valuation ṽ of D (cf. [27, Chap. 12,
§2], [33]). Furthermore, the corresponding valuation ring OD has a unique maximal
2-sided ideal PD (the valuation ideal), and the quotient D = OD/PD is a finite-
dimensional division (but not necessarily central) algebra, called the residue algebra,
over the residue field K.

Lemma 2.3 Let K be a field complete with respect to a discrete valuation v with
residue field k. Suppose D1 and D2 are two finite-dimensional central division
K-algebras of degree n prime to chark, and, for i = 1, 2, let Ei be the center of
the residue algebra Di . If D1 and D2 have the same maximal subfields, then E1 = E2.

Proof Recall that E1 and E2 are cyclic Galois extensions of k (cf. [34, Proposition
2.5]). By symmetry, to prove that E1 = E2, it suffices to prove the existence of a
k-embedding E1 ↪→ E2. Assume that there is no such embedding, and let Li denote
the unramified extension ofKwith residue fieldEi . ThenLi is a cyclicGalois extension
of K, and L1 �↪→ L2. By construction, L2 embeds in D2 and, since D1 and D2 have
the same maximal subfields, L2 embeds in D1 as well. Let L(i)

2 be the image of some

K-embedding L2 ↪→ Di , and let �i be the centralizer of L(i)
2 in Di . It is well-known

(and follows from the proof of the Double Centralizer Theorem) that �i is Brauer-
equivalent toDi ⊗KL(i)

2 . We now observe that the assumption that L1 �↪→ L2 implies

that the L2-algebraD1 ⊗K L(1)
2 is ramified with respect to the extension w of v to L2.

To see this, we will use the following well-known statement.

Theorem 2.4 ([25, Theorem 10.4]) LetK be a field complete with respect to a discrete
valuation v, with residue field k, and let n > 1 be an integer prime to char k. For a
finite extension L/K, we let w and � denote the extension of v and the corresponding
residue field. Then the following diagram

nBr(L)
ρw−→ Hom(G(w),Z/nZ)

↑ ↑ [e]
nBr(K)

ρv−→ Hom(G(v),Z/nZ)

in which G(v) and G(w) are the absolute Galois groups of k and �, respectively, ρv and
ρw the corresponding residue maps, and [e] denotes the composition of the natural
restriction map with multiplication by the ramification index e = e(w|v), commutes.
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Genus and unramified Brauer group 217

It is well-known that the subgroup of the absolute Galois group G(v) of k fixing E1
coincides with Kerρv([D1]) ([34, Theorem 3.5]). So, the assumption that E1 �↪→ E2
means that the restriction of ρv([D1]) to the subgroup G(w) of G(v) corresponding to
E2, is nontrivial. Since e(w|v) = 1, Theorem 2.4 implies that ρw([D1 ⊗K L2]) is
nontrivial, i.e. D1 ⊗K L(1)

2 is ramified at w, as claimed.

Let w̃ be the extension of w to �1. Since [�1] = [D1 ⊗K L(1)
2 ] is ramified at

w, the ramification index e(w̃|w) is > 1 (cf. [34, Theorem 3.4]; note that being of
degree prime to chark, the division algebra �1 is “inertially split”). It follows that
�1 contains a maximal subfield P which is ramified over L(1)

2 . By our assumption, P
embeds intoD2, and moreover, by the Skolem-Noether theorem, we may assume that
this embedding maps L(1)

2 onto L(2)
2 , hence its image (which we will also denote by

P) is contained in �2. Since P/L(2)
2 is ramified, we conclude that the L2-algebra �2,

and hence alsoD2 ⊗K L2, is ramified with respect to w. On the other hand, it follows
from Theorem 2.4 that D2 ⊗K L2 is unramified at w, a contradiction.

Lemma 2.5 Let D and D′ be central division K -algebras such that [D] ∈ nBr(K )

and [D′] ∈ gen(D) ∩ nBr(K ). Given v ∈ V , we let χv and χ ′
v ∈ Hom(G(v),Z/nZ)

denote the images of [D] and [D′], respectively, under the residue map ρv . Then

Ker χv = Ker χ ′
v

for all v ∈ V .

Proof Write

D ⊗K Kv = M�(D) and D′ ⊗K Kv = M�′(D′),

whereD andD′ are central division algebras overK = Kv .According to [24,Corollary
2.4], we have � = �′ and D and D′ have the same maximal subfields. Letting E and
E ′ denote the centers of the residue algebras D and D′

, respectively, we infer from
Lemma 2.3 that E = E ′ (note that the lemma applies since by assumption n is relatively
prime to char K v). On the other hand, as we already mentioned in the proof of Lemma
2.3, Kerχv and Kerχ ′

v are precisely the subgroups of G(v) corresponding to E and E ′,
respectively (cf. [34, Theorem 3.5]). So, our claim follows. �
Proof of Theorem 2.2 Suppose that [D′] ∈ gen(D) ∩ nBr(K ). Fix v ∈ V, and set
χv = ρv([D]) and χ ′

v = ρv([D′]). According to Lemma 2.5, we have

Kerχv = Kerχ ′
v. (3)

Let m be the order of χv . Any character χ ′
v of G(v) satisfying (3) can be viewed as

a faithful character of the order m cyclic group G(v)/Kerχv , and therefore there are
ϕ(m) possibilities for χ ′. So,

|ρv(gen(D) ∩ nBr(K ))| � ϕ(m) � ϕ(n)

for any v ∈ V (as m divides n), and
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ρv(gen(D) ∩ nBr(K )) = {1}

if ρv([D]) = 1.
Now, since, by Proposition 2.1, any division algebra ramifies at a finite number of

places, we can consider the map

ρV : nBr(K ) −→
⊕

v∈V

Hom(G(v),Z/nZ), ρ = (ρv). (4)

Our previous discussion shows that

|ρV (gen(D) ∩ nBr(K ))| � ϕ(n)r

where r = |RamV (D)|. By definition KerρV = nBr(K )V , so we obtain the required
estimate.

Now, if D has degree n, then clearly gen(D) ⊂ nBr(K ), and our second assertion
follows from the first one. �
Remark 2.6 1. Our proof of Theorem 2.2 actually leads to the following somewhat

stronger assertion, which will be used in §5. Let K be a field, and V be a set of
discrete valuations of K satisfying conditions (A), (B) and (C) for a given integer
n > 1. For a central division algebra D of degree n over K , we define the local
genus genV (D) of D with respect to V as the collection of classes [D′] ∈ Br(K ),

where D′ is a central division algebra K -algebra of degree n such that for any
v ∈ V , if one writes D ⊗K Kv = M�(D) and D′ ⊗K Kv = M�′(D′) whereD and
D′ are central division algebras over Kv , then � = �′ and D and D′ have the same
maximal separable subfields. If n is prime to charK and nBr(K )V is finite, then
genV (D) is finite for any central division K -algebra D of degree n.

2. Lemma 2.3 remains valid (and so do its consequences) if one replaces the assump-
tion that the degree n is prime to char k by the weaker assumption that E1 and
E2 are separable extensions of k. This makes D1 and D2 “inertially split,” and the
argument goes through without any significant changes.

3 The genus over the function fields of curves

Wewill now apply the results of §2 in the case where K = k(C) is the field of rational
functions on a smooth absolutely irreducible projective curve C over a field k, and V
is the set of all geometric places of K , i.e. those discrete valuations of K that are trivial
on k. If n > 1 is an integer prime to chark, then it is clear that V satisfies conditions
(A), (B) and (C). The corresponding unramified Brauer nBr(K )V will then, following
tradition, be denoted by nBr(K )ur (it is known that this is precisely the n-torsion
subgroup of the Brauer group of the curve C , cf. [16]). Note that there is a natural
map ιk : nBr(k) → nBr(K )ur. The following theorem provides an estimation of the
size of gen(D) ∩ nBr(K ) for a central division K -algebra D of exponent n in certain
situations.
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Genus and unramified Brauer group 219

Theorem 3.1 Let n > 1 be an integer prime to chark. Assume that

• the set C(k) of rational points is infinite;
• |nBr(K )ur/ιk(nBr(k))| =: M < ∞.

Then

(1) if there exists N < ∞ such that

|gen(�) ∩ nBr(k)| � N

for any central division k-algebra � of exponent dividing n, then for any central
division K -algebra D of exponent n we have

|gen(D) ∩ nBr(K )| � M · N · ϕ(n)r,

where r = |RamV (D)|;
(2) if gen(�) ∩ nBr(k) is finite for any central division k-algebra � of exponent

dividing n, then gen(D) ∩ nBr(K ) is finite for any central division K -algebra D
of exponent n.

Proof Let D be a finite-dimensional central division K -algebra such that [D] ∈
nBr(K ), and set r = |RamV (D)|. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we see that
in the notations introduced therein, we have

|ρV (gen(D) ∩ nBr(K ))| � ϕ(n)r,

i.e., gen(D) ∩ nBr(K ) is contained in a union of � ϕ(n)r cosets modulo nBr(K )ur. It
follows that gen(D) ∩ nBr(K ) is contained in a union of � M · ϕ(n)r cosets modulo
ιk(nBr(k)). Thus, it is enough to show that for [D′] ∈ gen(D) of exponent n, the
intersection gen(D) ∩ ([D′] · ιk(nBr(k))) is

• finite if gen(�) ∩ nBr(k) is finite for any central division k-algebra � with [�] ∈
nBr(k);

• of size � N if N < ∞ has the property that |gen(�) ∩ nBr(k)| � N for any � as
above.

Notice that for [D′] ∈ gen(D), we have gen(D′) = gen(D), so, to simplify our
notations, we may replace D′ by D. Then, our problem reduces to proving the above
two statements for the intersection

	 := gen(D) ∩ ([D] · ιk(nBr(k))),

where D is any finite-dimensional central division K -algebra such that [D] ∈ nBr(K ).
For this, we first recall (cf., for example, [27, Chap. 12, §3] or [34, §3]) that given

a fieldK complete with respect to a discrete valuation v and an integer n > 1 prime to
the characteristic of the residue field K, there is a natural isomorphism ν between the
unramified Brauer group nBr(K){v} and nBr(K). This isomorphism can be described
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as follows: if [D] ∈ nBr(K){v} is represented by a central division K-algebra D, then
the residue division algebra D is central over K and ν([D]) = [D].

Now let D be a finite-dimensional central division algebra over K such that [D] ∈
nBr(K ). Since C(k) is infinite, we can pick v ∈ V such that K v = k and D is
unramified at v. Let K = Kv be the completion of K with respect to v, and define
νv : nBr(K ){v} → nBr(k) to be the composition of the natural map nBr(K ){v} →
nBr(K){v} with the isomorphism ν : nBr(K){v} → nBr(k) constructed above (note
that K = k). Pick any [D′] ∈ gen(D) ∩ nBr(K ), and write

D ⊗K K = M�(D) and D′ ⊗K K = M�′(D′),

withD andD′ division K-algebras. As in the proof of Lemma 2.5, we infer from [24,
Corollary 2.4] that � = �′ andD andD′ have the samemaximal subfields. Furthermore,
it follows fromLemma 2.5 that D′ (equivalently,D′) is unramified at v. Let� = D and
�′ = D′

be the corresponding residue algebras (which are central division algebras
over k of the same dimension d2 = dimKD = dimKD′). We claim that � and �′
have the same maximal subfields. Indeed, letOD andOD′ be the valuation rings inD
andD′, respectively, and letOD → � andOD′ → �′ be the corresponding reduction
maps (denoted x �→ x̄). Let P be a maximal subfield of �. Since d divides n, hence
is prime to chark, the extension P/k is separable, and therefore we can find a ∈ OD
such that P = k(ā). Set F = K (a). We have

d � [F : K ] � [P : k] = d,

which implies that F is a maximal subfield of D. By our assumption, F admits a
K-embedding intoD′, and we let b denote the image of a under this embedding. Then
the subfield P ′ = k(b̄) of �′ is k-isomorphic to P and is maximal as dimk �′ = d2.
Conversely, any maximal subfield of �′ is k-isomorphic to a maximal subfield of �.
This argument shows that

νv(gen(D) ∩ nBr(K )) ⊂ gen(�) ∩ nBr(k). (5)

Since the composition νv ◦ ιk coincides with the identity map on nBr(k), we conclude
that the restriction of νv to [D]−1 · 	 ⊂ ιk(nBr(k)) is injective. On the other hand, it
follows from (5) that

νv([D]−1 · 	) ⊂ [�]−1 · (gen(�) ∩ nBr(k)).

This yields both of the required facts for 	 and concludes the proof. �
Next, wewould like to point out aminormodification of Theorem 3.1, which, under

somewhat stronger assumptions, allows one to actually bound the size of gen(D)

and not just that of the intersection gen(D) ∩ nBr(K ). Again, let D be a central
division algebra over K = k(C) of dimension dimK D = �2, and assume that [D]
has exponent n in Br(K ) (of course, n|�, and, moreover, n and � have the same prime
factors— cf. [11, Proposition 4.5.13]). Clearly gen(D) ⊂ �Br(K ). Now, if, as before,
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Genus and unramified Brauer group 221

n (and hence �) is prime to char k, then the map ρV on nBr(K ) constructed in the
proof of Theorem 2.2 extends to an analogous map ρ̃V on �Br(K ), and we still have
the estimate

|ρ̃V (gen(D))| � ϕ(n)r.

Repeating almost verbatim the rest of the proof of Theorem 3.1, we obtain

Theorem 3.2 With notations as above, assume that

• the set C(k) of k-rational points is infinite;
• |�Br(K )ur/ιk(�Br(k))| =: M < ∞.

Then

(1) if there exists N < ∞ such that |gen(�)| � N for any central division k-algebra
� of degree dividing �, then for any central division K -algebra D of degree
dividing �, we have

|gen(D)| � M · N · ϕ(n)r ,

where r = RamV (D);
(2) if gen(�) is finite for any central division k-algebra � of degree dividing �, then

gen(D) is finite for any central division K -algebra of degree dividing �.

One notable case where these results apply is K = k(x), i.e. C = P
1
k . Strictly

speaking, the case of a finite field k is not covered by Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, so let us
consider it separately. In this case, the unramified Brauer group Br(K )V (where, as
above, V is the set of all geometric places of K ), is trivial (cf. [11, Corollary 6.4.6]
and Sect. 3.6), so we obtain from Theorem 2.2 that for any central division K -algebra
D of exponent n we have

|gen(D)| � ϕ(n)r , where r = |RamV (D)|.

Now, let us assume that k is infinite. It is well-known that for any n prime to char k,
we have nBr(K )ur = ιk(nBr(k)) (cf. [11, Corollary 6.4.6]), i.e. one can take M = 1
in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. We then obtain the following.

Theorem 3.3 Let K = k(x), and let n > 1 be an integer prime to char k.

(1) If there exists N < ∞ such that |gen(�) ∩ nBr(k)| � N for any central division
k-algebra � of exponent n, then for any central division K -algebra D of exponent
n, we have

|gen(D) ∩ nBr(K )| � N · ϕ(n)r

where r = |RamV (D)|;
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(2) If there exists N < ∞ such that |gen(�)| � N for any central division k-algebra
� of degree dividing n, then for any central division K -algebra D of degree
dividing n, we have

|gen(D)| � N · ϕ(m)r,

where m is the exponent of D and r = |RamV (D)|;
(3) If gen(�)∩nBr(k) (resp., gen(�)) is finite for any central division k-algebra � of

exponent n (resp., of degree dividing n), then gen(D) ∩ nBr(K ) (resp., gen(D))
is finite for any central division K -algebra D of exponent n (resp., of degree
dividing n).

Remark 3.4 In [14], Krashen and MacKinnie defined the genus gen′(D) of a central
division K -algebra D as the collection of [D′] ∈ Br(K ) having the same finite-
dimensional splitting fields as D (clearly gen′(D) ⊂ gen(D)). Their Theorem 2.2
provides estimates for |gen′(D)| of a central division algebra D over K = k(x) of a
prime exponent p �= chark similar to those given in Theorem 3.3.

Of special interest is the question of when gen(D) reduces to a single element.
As we already noted in §1, this is possible only if D has exponent two and is indeed
the case if D is a division algebra of exponent two over a global field (see below).
Although over general fields this property may fail even for quaternion algebras [10,
§2], the following theorem allows one to expand the class of fields over which it does
hold.

Theorem 3.5 (Stability Theorem) Let k be a field of characteristic �= 2.

(1) If k satisfies the following property:
(∗) If D and D′ are central division k-algebras of exponent 2 having the same
maximal subfields then D 	 D′ (in other words, for any D of exponent 2,
|gen(D) ∩ 2Br(k)| = 1).
Then the field of rational functions k(x) also satisfies (∗).

(2) If |gen(D)| = 1 for any central division k-algebra D of exponent 2, then the
same is true for any central division k(x)-algebra of exponent 2.

This follows from Theorem 3.3, (1) and (2), with n = 2 and N = 1.

3.6 On the Albert–Brauer–Hasse–Noether theorem

In this subsection, wewill review several consequences of (ABHN) that will be needed
in Corollary 3.8 below as well as in the next section. Let k be a global field, and let
V k be the set of all places of k (including the archimedean ones if k is a number field).
In this case, the set V k\V k∞, where V k∞ is the set of archimedean valuations, satisfies
conditions (A) and (B), and the residue map ρv can be defined on all of Br(kv) for
any v ∈ V k\V k∞ because the residue field kv is finite, hence perfect. Now, since the
absolute Galois group G(v) of kv is isomorphic to Ẑ, one can view ρv as a map

ρv : Br(kv) −→ Hom(G(v),Q/Z) 	 Q/Z.
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This is usually referred to as the invariantmap and is well known to be an isomorphism
(cf. [27, Chap. 12, §3]). For v archimedean, we have Br(kv) = Z/2Z if kv = R and
Br(kv) = 0 if kv = C, and one defines the invariant map ρv to be the isomorphism
Z/2Z 	 (1/2)Z/Z in the first case and to be the trivial map in the second. Then
(ABHN) asserts that the sequence

0 → Br(k) −→
⊕

v∈V k

Br(kv)
�−→Q/Z → 0, (ABHN)

where � is the sum of the invariant maps, is exact (cf. [3, Chap. 7, 9.6], [19, 18.4],
and also [11, 6.5] for the function field case).

It follows from (ABHN) that for a global function field k, the unramified Brauer
group Br(k)V with respect to the set V = V k of all (geometric) places of k is trivial.
Applying Theorem 2.2, we obtain that gen(D) is finite for any central division k-
algebra D and reduces to one element if D is of exponent two1 (at least if chark �=
2, although the result remains true in characteristic two as well in view of Remark
2.6(2)—we give a direct argument below).

Let now k be a number field. Fix a finite subset S ⊂ V k containing the set V k∞
of archimedean valuations, and set V = V k\S. It follows from (ABHN) that for any
n > 1 we have

nBr(k)V = Ker

(
⊕

v∈S

nBr(kv)
�S−→ 1

n
Z/Z

)
, (6)

where �S is the sum of the invariant maps for v ∈ S. Clearly, nBr(k)V is finite for
any n and S as above (and even is a group of exponent g.c.d.(n, 2) for S = V k∞),
so Theorem 2.2 implies that gen(D) is finite for any central division k-algebra D.
Unfortunately, 2Br(k)V is nontrivial even for S = V k∞ if k has at least two real places.
So, the argument used in the function field case to show that |gen(D)| = 1 for any
central division k-algebra D of exponent two does not apply directly and needs to
be modified to take into account the archimedean places. For this, we observe that
(ABHN) yields an embedding

0 → 2Br(k) −→
⊕

v∈V k

2Br(kv),

and that 2Br(kv) = Z/2Z unless kv = C, in which case Br(kv) = 0. It follows that
any [D] ∈ 2Br(k), represented by a quaternion algebra D, is completely determined
by the set R(D) of those v ∈ V k for which the algebra D ⊗k kv is nontrivial (these
are sometimes referred to as the “generalized ramification places”). Furthermore, for
d ∈ k×\k×2, we have the following well-known criterion:

1 We note that over a global field k, any division algebra D of exponent two is necessarily a quaternion
algebra, hence gen(D) ⊂ 2Br(k).
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� = k(
√

d) embeds into D ⇔ d /∈ k×
v
2
for all v ∈ R(D). (7)

(cf. [19, §18.4, Corollary b]). Thus, to prove that |gen(D)| = 1 for any quaternion
division algebra D over k, it is enough to show that if two such algebras D1 and
D2 have the same quadratic subfields, then R(D1) = R(D2). This follows easily
from (7) and the weak approximation theorem. Indeed, if, for example, there is a
v0 ∈ R(D1)\R(D2), then using the openness of k×

v
2 ⊂ k×

v and weak approximation,
one can find d ∈ k×\k×2 such that

d ∈ k×
v0

2
but d /∈ k×

v
2
for all v ∈ R(D2).

Then according to (7), the quadratic extension � = k(
√

d) embeds into D2 but not
into D1, a contradiction.

To make this more concrete, let us consider

Example 3.7 Take the following two quaternion division algebras over Q:

D1 =
(−1, 3

Q

)
and D2 =

(−1, 7

Q

)
.

ThenR(D1) = {2, 3} andR(D2) = {2, 7}. Clearly, 10 ∈ Q
×
3
2
while 10 /∈ Q

×
2
2
,Q×

7
2
.

So, by (7), the field � = Q(
√
10) embeds into D2 but not into D1. Thus, D1 and D2

are distinguished by their quadratic subfields.
Notice that since the subgroup of squares is open in kv for any valuation of any

global field of characteristic �= 2, the argument given above works for any such field.
To extend it to characteristic two, one needs instead to use the fact that the subgroup
℘(kv) ⊂ kv is open, where ℘(x) = x2 − x , and replace (7) with the observation that
for a ∈ k\℘(k),

� = k(℘−1(a)) embeds into D ⇔ a /∈ ℘(kv) for all v ∈ R(D).

Now, since |gen(D)| = 1 for any central division algebra D of exponent two over
a global field k, Theorem 3.5 yields the following.

Corollary 3.8 Let k be a field of characteristic �= 2 which is either a global field or
a finite field, and let K = k(x1, . . . , xr ) be a finitely generated purely transcendental
extension of k. Then |gen(D)| = 1 for any central division K -algebra D of exponent 2.

Remark 3.9. As we already mentioned, Theorem 3 of [5] asserts that if K is a finitely
generated field, then for any central division K -algebra D of degree n prime to charK ,
the genus gen(D) is finite. At the same time, generalizing the construction described
in [10, §2], one can give examples of quaternion division algebras over infinitely
generated fields with infinite genus (cf. [18]). So, we would like to point out that
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 can be used to construct examples of division algebras over
the function fields of curves with infinitely generated fields of constants having finite
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genus. Some results of this nature are contained in [24, 4.6 and 4.8]. We will not go
into details about this here, but would only like to point out that, as follows from
the standard exact sequence for the Brauer group of an absolutely irreducible smooth
projective curve C over a perfect field k (cf. [16] or [9, (9.25), p. 27]), the requirement
|nBr(K )ur/ιk(nBr(k))| < ∞ is satisfied, for example, if k is of type (F) as defined
by Serre ([26], Chap. 3, Sect. 4.2). Furthermore, the requirement that C(k) is infinite
can often be replaced by the much weaker requirement that

⋃
� C(�), where � runs

through a family of finite extensions of k of degree prime to n, is infinite.

4 An example: function field of a split elliptic curve

According to Theorem 2.2, to prove the finiteness of gen(D) for any central division
algebra D of degree n over a field K (provided that n is prime to charK ), it is enough
to find a set V of discrete valuations of K that satisfies conditions (A)–(C) and for
which the unramified Brauer group nBr(K )V is finite. As we already mentioned in
§1, in [5] we sketched a proof of the finiteness of nBr(K )V for a suitable set V of
discrete valuations of a given finitely generated field K that relies on results of Deligne
and Gabber in étale cohomology. While this proof has the important advantage of
giving a lot of flexibility in the choice of V , it does not furnish an estimation of the
size of nBr(K )V for any V . In this section, we will work out an explicit estimation
of |2Br(K )V | for a suitable set V of discrete valuations of the field K of rational
functions on a split elliptic curve defined over a number field (Theorem 4.1); this
yields an estimation of |gen(D)| for a quaternion algebra D over such K (Corollary
4.11). The method developed in this section can in fact be generalized to arbitrary
curves, leading to a more direct proof of the finiteness of nBr(K )V for a suitable
explicitly defined set V of discrete valuations of an arbitrary finitely generated field
K ; details will be published elsewhere. To simplify notations, in this section, given a

field F , the quaternion algebra
(

α,β
F

)
corresponding to a pair α, β will be denoted by

(α, β)F .
Let k be a number field, and let E be an elliptic curve over k given by a Weierstrass

equation

y2 = f (x), where f (x) = x3 + αx2 + βx + γ. (8)

Denote by δ �= 0 the discriminant of f . We will assume in this section that E splits
over k, i.e. f has three (distinct) roots in k. Let

K := k(E) = k(x, y)

be the function field of E . For s ∈ k×, we let V k(s) denote the finite set
{v ∈ V k\V k∞|v(s) �= 0}. Let us fix a finite set of valuations S ⊂ V k containing
V k∞ ∪ V k(2) ∪ V k(δ), as well as all those nonarchimedean v ∈ V k for which at least
one of α, β, γ has a negative value. For a nonarchimedean v ∈ V k , let ṽ denote its
extension to F := k(y) given by
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ṽ(p(y)) = min
ai �=0

v(ai ) for p(y) = an yn + · · · + a0 ∈ k[y], p �= 0 (9)

(cf. [2, Chap. 6, §10]). Clearly, K is a cubic extension of F , and, as we will show
in Lemma 4.5 below, for v ∈ V k\S, the valuation ṽ has a unique extension to K ,
which we will denote by w = w(v). We now introduce the following set of discrete
valuations of K :

V = V0 ∪ V1,

where V0 is the set of all geometric places of K (i.e., those discrete valuations that are
trivial on k), and V1 consists of the valuations w(v) for all v ∈ V k\S. It is easy to see
that V satisfies conditions (A), (B) and (C) of §2. The main result of this section is the
following.

Theorem 4.1 For any finite set S as above, the unramified Brauer group 2Br(K )V is
finite of order dividing

2|S|−t · |2ClS(k)|2 · |US(k)/US(k)2|2,

where t = c+1 and c is the number of complex places of k, and ClS(k) and US(k) are
the class group and the group of units of the ring of S-integers Ok(S), respectively.

Our proof will make use of the following description of the geometric Brauer group
2Br(K )V0 in the split case, which is valid for any field k of characteristic �= 2, 3.

Theorem 4.2 ([4, Theorem 3.6]) Assume that the elliptic curve E given by (8) splits
over k, i.e.

f (x) = (x − a)(x − b)(x − c) with a, b, c ∈ k.

Then

2Br(K )V0 = 2Br(k) ⊕ I,

where 2Br(k) is identified with a subgroup of 2Br(K ) via the canonical map
Br(k) → Br(K ), and I ⊂ 2Br(K )V0 is a subgroup such that every element of I
is represented by a bi-quaternion algebra of the form

(r, x − b)K ⊗K (s, x − c)K

for some r, s ∈ k×.

Our argument for Theorem4.1will require us to consider separately the ramification
properties at places in V1 of the constant and bi-quaternionic parts of elements of
2Br(K )V0 . This analysis will be based on properties of the corestriction map (cf. [25,
Chap. 8], [28]). We recall that given a finite separable field extension K/F , there is
a group homomorphism corK/F : Br(K ) → Br(F) with the following properties (cf.
[28, Theorems 2.5 and 3.2]):
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(a) the composition

Br(F) −→ Br(K )
corK/F−→ Br(F)

coincides with multiplication by [K : F];
(b) (projection formula) if char F �= 2, then for any r ∈ F×, s ∈ K ×, we have

corK/F ([(r, s)K ]) = [(r, NK/F (s))F ].

(We note that the projection formula is valid not only for quaternion algebras but
for the symbol algebras of any degree n provided that n is prime to charK and K
contains a primitive nth root of unity).

We will also need the following statement, which easily follows from results proved
in [25].

Lemma 4.3 Let K/F be a finite separable field extension, v a discrete valuation of
F, and w an extension of v to K . Assume that

[K : F] = [K w : Fv] (10)

(then the extension w is automatically unique) and the extension of the residue fields
K w/Fv is separable. If n is prime to the characteristic of the residue field Fv and
[A] ∈ nBr(K ) is unramified at w, then corK/F ([A]) is unramified at v.

Proof First, (10) implies that the extension w is unique, and therefore the valuation
ringOK ,w is the integral closure in K of the valuation ringOF,v . As K/F is separable,
it follows that OK ,w is a free OF,v-module of rank d = [K : F]. Furthermore, since
the extension of residue fields K w/Fv is also separable of degree d (in particular,
w|v is unramified), by [25, Corollary 2.17], OK ,w is a separable OF,v-algebra. The
fact that [A] ∈ nBr(K ) is unramified at w implies that A = A ⊗OK ,w

K for some
Azumaya OK ,w-algebra A (cf. [25, Theorem 10.3]). Then by [25, Theorem 8.1(a)],
the corestriction (defined in loc. cit). B := corOK ,w/OF,v

(A) is an Azumaya OF,v-
algebra, and by [25, Theorem 8.1(d)], B ⊗OF,v

F represents corK/F ([A]), implying
that the latter is unramified at v (cf. [25, Theorem 10.3]), as required. �

For the rest of the section, we return to the notations K = k(E) and F = k(y). We
will need the following two lemmas, the first of which contains a simple computation
and the second describes some properties of the valuationsw ∈ V1 needed in the proof
of Theorem 4.1.

Lemma 4.4 (i) NK/F (x − a) = NK/F (x − b) = NK/F (x − c) = y2.
(ii) Let r ∈ k× and t ∈ {a, b, c}, then for the quaternion algebra (r, x − t)K we have

corK/F ([(r, x − t)K ]) = 0.
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Proof (i) We will only prove the claim for x − a as all other cases are treated analo-
gously. It is easy to see that the minimal and characteristic polynomials for x − a
over F coincide with

g(t) = t (t + (a − b))(t + (a − c)) − y2.

So, NK/F (x − a) = (−1)3 · (−y2) = y2.
(ii) Using (i) and the projection formula, we obtain

corK/F ([(r, x − t)K ]) = [(r, NK/F (x − t))F ] = [(r, y2)F ] = 0.

�
Lemma 4.5 Let v ∈ V k\S, and let ṽ be the extension of v to F = k(y) given by (9).

(i) For any extension w of ṽ to K , the residue field extension K w/Fv is a separable
cubic extension. Consequently, ṽ has a unique extension (to be denoted w =
w(v)), which is automatically unramified.

(ii) For w = w(v), the elements x − a, x − b, x − c are units with respect to w, and
their images x − a, x − b and x − c in K w represent distinct nontrivial cosets

in K
×
w/K

×
w

2
.

Proof (i) The relation

x3 + αx2 + βx + (γ − y2) = 0

implies that w(x) � 0. Reducing, we obtain φ(x̄) = 0 for the polynomial

φ(t) = t3 + ᾱt2 + β̄t + (γ̄ − ȳ2)

over F ṽ = kv(ȳ), the field of rational functions over the residue field kv of k. By
considering the degree with respect to ȳ one finds that φ(t) has no roots in, hence
is irreducible over, kv(ȳ). Furthermore, for the discriminant δ(ȳ) of φ we have
δ(0) = δ̄, where δ is the discriminant of f . So, it follows from our choice of S that
δ(ȳ) �= 0, making φ separable. Thus, kv(x̄, ȳ) is a separable cubic extension of
kv(ȳ). By degree considerations, K w = kv(x̄, ȳ), and all of our assertions follow.

(ii) Since w(y2) = 0 and w(x) � 0,

y2 = (x − a)(x − b)(x − c)

yields that x − a, x − b and x − c are all w-units. Furthermore, our assumption
that δ̄ �= 0 means that the residues ā, b̄, c̄, hence the residues x̄ − ā, x̄ − b̄ and
x̄ − c̄, are pairwise distinct. First, let us show that no d ∈ {x̄ − ā, x̄ − b̄, x̄ − c̄}
can be a square in K w. Indeed, if, for example, d = x̄ − ā ∈ K

×
w

2
then since

d /∈ kv(x̄)×2
and [K w : kv(x̄)] � 2, we obtain that

K w = kv(x̄)(ȳ) = kv(x̄)(
√

d).
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Consequently,

ȳ2

d
= (x̄ − b̄)(x̄ − c̄) ∈ kv(x̄)×2

,

which is impossible as b̄ �= c̄. Thus, x̄ − ā is not a square in K w. Furthermore, if,

for example, x̄ − b̄ and x̄ − c̄ would represent the same coset modulo K
×
w

2
then

x̄ − ā would be a square in K w, which is not the case. �
Remark 4.6 Using the uniqueness statement in [2, Chap. 6, §10, Proposition 2], one
easily proves that the restriction of w to k(x) is given by

w(q(x)) = min
b j �=0

v(b j ) for q(x) = bm xm + · · · + b0 ∈ k[x]\{0}.

We are now in a position to determine when bi-quaternion algebras of the form
described in Theorem 4.2 are unramified at places w ∈ V1.

Proposition 4.7 Let v ∈ V k\S, and let w = w(v) be the corresponding valuation of
K (see Lemma 4.5). If

� = (r, x − b)K ⊗K (s, x − c)K

is unramified at w then

v(r), v(s) ≡ 0(mod2).

Proof We will need the following well-known description of the values of the residue
map

ρw : 2Br(K ) −→ Hom(G(w),Q/Z)

(recall that by our construction charK w �= 2) on quaternion algebras. For h ∈ K ×
such that w(h) = 0, we define κh : G(w) → Z/2Z by

κh(σ ) =
{
0(mod2) if σ(

√
h̄) =

√
h̄,

1(mod2) if σ(
√

h̄) = −
√

h̄,
for σ ∈ G(w),

where h̄ ∈ K
×
w is the residue of h. Then given g, h ∈ K × with w(h) = 0, we have

ρw([(g, h)K ])(σ ) = w(g)κh(σ )

2
(mod Z).

Applying this to � as in the statement of the proposition, we obtain

ρw([�])(σ ) = v(r)κ(x−b)(σ ) + v(s)κ(x−c)(σ )

2
(mod Z). (11)
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Since by Lemma 4.5(ii), the elements x − b and x − c represent different nontrivial

cosets in K
×
w/K

×
w

2
, the map

G(w) −→ Z/2Z × Z/2Z, σ �→ (κ(x−b)(σ ), κ(x−a)(σ ))

is surjective. Using this in conjunction with the fact that ρw([�]) given by (11) is
actually trivial, we easily obtain our claim. �
Proof of Theorem 4.1 Let [D] ∈ 2Br(K )V . According to Theorem 4.2, we can write

[D] = [�′ ⊗K �′′], (12)

where �′ = �0 ⊗k K for some central division algebra �0 over k such that [�0] ∈
2Br(k), and

�′′ = (r, x − b)K ⊗K (s, x − c)K

for some r, s ∈ k×. The next lemma describes some restrictions on �0 and �′′, which
will enable us to limit the number of possibilities for these algebras and eventually
prove the theorem.

Lemma 4.8 (i) �0 is unramified at all v ∈ V k\S.
(ii) �′′ is unramified at all w ∈ V1.

Proof (i) Fix v ∈ V k\S, and let w = w(v). Since [D] is unramified at w, it follows
fromLemma4.3 in conjunctionwithLemma4.5(i) that corK/F ([D]) is unramified
at ṽ. On the other hand, by Lemma 4.4(ii) we have that corK/F ([�′′]) = 0, and
therefore

corK/F ([D]) = corK/F ([�′]) = 3 · [�0 ⊗k F] = [�0 ⊗k F]

as �′ = (�0 ⊗k F) ⊗F K . Thus, �0 ⊗k F is unramified at ṽ, which implies that
�0 is unramified at v, as required. Indeed, since [�0] ∈ 2Br(k) and k is a number
field, we can take�0 to be a quaternion algebra. It follows from the description of
the residue map we have already used in the proof of Proposition 4.7 that if �0 is
ramified at v, then it can be written in the form�0 = (r, s)k , with r, s ∈ k×, where
v(r) = 0 and r̄ /∈ k

×
v

2
and v(s) = 1. Then �0 ⊗k F = (r, s)F . Furthermore,

since F ṽ = kv(ȳ), we see that r̄ /∈ F
×
ṽ

2
. As ṽ(s) = v(s) = 1, we conclude that

�0 ⊗k F is ramified at ṽ, a contradiction.
(ii) Since �0 is unramified at all v ∈ V K \S, it is easy to see (e.g. using Azumaya

algebras) that�′ is unramified at allw ∈ V1. So,�′′ = (r, x −b)K ⊗K (s, x −c)K

is unramified at all w ∈ V1. �
Thus, the class [�0] belongs to the unramified Brauer group 2Br(k)V k\S . So, the

following immediate consequence of (ABHN) bounds the number of possibilities for
[�0].
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Lemma 4.9 Let S ⊂ V k be a finite subset containing V k∞ and at least one non-complex
place. Then

|2Br(k)V k\S| = 2|S|−t ,

where t = c + 1 and c is the number of complex places.

Proof According to (6), we have

2Br(K )V k\S 	 Ker

(
⊕

v∈S

2Br(kv)
�S−→ 1

2
Z/Z

)
,

where �S is the sum of the invariant maps for v ∈ S. Since 2Br(kv) 	 (1/2)Z/Z

for every non-complex v and �S is surjective as S contains a non-complex place, our
assertion follows. �

To bound the number of possibilities for [�′′], we need the following well-known
statement.

Lemma 4.10 Let k be a number field and S ⊂ V k be a finite subset containing V k∞.
Set

�̃ = {x ∈ k× | v(x) ≡ 0(mod 2) for all v ∈ V k\S}.

If ν2 : k× → k×/k×2 is the canonical homomorphism, then the image � = ν2(�̃) is
finite of order

|�| = |2ClS(k)| · |US(k)/US(k)2|,

where ClS(k) and US(k) are the class group and the group of units of the ring of
S-integers Ok(S), respectively.

Proof According to [15, Chap. 6, Theorem 1.4], there is an exact sequence

0 → US(k)/US(k)2 −→ � −→ 2ClS(k) → 0,

from which our claim follows. �
By Lemma 4.8(i), [�′′] is unramified at w = w(v) for any v ∈ V k\S, so it follows

from Proposition 4.7 that r, s ∈ �̃. Then the number of possibilities for [�′′] does not
exceed |�|2. So, the required estimation in Theorem 4.1 is obtained by combining the
estimations from Lemmas 4.9 and 4.10. �
Corollary 4.11 In the notations of Theorem 4.1, for any central quaternion division
algebra D over K , we have

|gen(D)| � 2|S|−t · |2ClS(k)|2 · |US(k)/US(k)2|2.
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Example 4.12 Consider the elliptic curve E over Q given by y2 = x3 − x . We have
δ = 4, so one can take S = {∞, 2}. Furthermore,

|S| − t = 1, ClS(Q) = 1 and US(Q) = {±1} × Z.

So, by Corollary 4.11 we have |gen(D)| � 2 · 42 = 32.

5 Generalizations

One can generalize the notion of genus fromdivision algebras to algebraic groups using
maximal tori in place ofmaximal subfields.More precisely, given an absolutely almost
simple (simply connected or adjoint) algebraic K -group G, we define its genus as the
set of K -isomorphism classes of K -forms G ′ of G that have the same isomorphism
(or isogeny) classes of maximal K -tori as G (a different approach to the definition of
genus is described in Remark 5.6 below).

Remark 5.1 We note that for G = SL1,D , where D is a finite-dimensional central
division K -algebra, only maximal separable subfields of D give rise to maximal
K -tori of G. So, to make the definition of gen(D) consistent with this definition of
the genus of G, one should probably give the former in terms of maximal separable
subfields rather than in terms of all subfields. In this paper, however, we consider only
division algebras whose degree is prime to char K , for which this issue does not arise,
so we opted to use the simplest possible definition of gen(D).

In view of the finiteness theorem for gen(D) [5], it seems natural to propose the
following.

Conjecture 5.2 Let G be an absolutely almost simple simply connected algebraic
group over a finitely generated field K of characteristic zero (or of “good” charac-
teristic relative to G). Then there exists a finite collection G1, . . . , Gr of K -forms of
G such that if H is a K -form of G having the same isomorphism classes of maximal
K -tori as G, then H is K -isomorphic to one of the Gi ’s.

It was shown in [21, Theorem 7.5] that the conjecture is true if K is a number field.
Furthermore, our previous results enable us to prove this conjecture for inner forms
of type A� in the general case.

Theorem 5.3 Let G be an absolutely almost simple simply connected algebraic group
of inner type A� over a finitely generated field K whose characteristic is either zero
or does not divide � + 1. Then the above conjecture is true for G.

Proof We recall that G = SLm,D , where D is a central division K -algebra of degree
n with mn = � + 1 (cf. [20, 2.3.1]) It is well-known that any maximal K -torus T of
G is of the form

R(1)
E/K (Gm) = RE/K (Gm) ∩ G
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(where Gm is the one-dimensional split torus and RE/K denotes the Weil functor of
restriction of scalars) for some maximal étale subalgebra E of A = Mm(D). Let G ′
be a K -form of G having the same isomorphism classes of maximal K -tori as G. To
prove the theorem, it is enough to establish the following two facts:

(I) G ′ is an inner form over K , and consequently G ′ = SLm,D′ , where D′ is a central
division K -algebra of degree n;

(II) for any discrete valuation v of K , write D ⊗K Kv = Ms(D) and D′ ⊗K Kv =
Ms′(D′) with D,D′ division algebras; then s = s′, and D and D′ have the same
isomorphism classes of maximal subfields.

Indeed, according to Theorem 8 in [5], there exists a set V of discrete valuations of K
that satisfies conditions (A), (B) and (C) and for which the unramified Brauer group
nBr(K )V is finite. Then as we pointed out in Remark 2.6(1), the local genus genV (D)

is finite. On the other hand, it follows from (II) that [D′] ∈ genV (D), so the finiteness
of the genus of G follows.

Regarding (II), we note that the issue here is that for Ti = R(1)
Ei /K (Gm), i = 1, 2

where E1, E2 are étale K -algebras, a K -defined isomorphism T1 	 T2 of tori may not
be induced by an isomorphism E1 	 E2 of K -algebras. So, the crucial observation is
that the former will in fact be (essentially) induced by the latter for generic tori. We
will now recall the relevant definitions that apply to an arbitrary semi-simple K -group
G, and then return to the group G as in Theorem 5.3. Let T be a maximal K -torus of
G, and denote by � = �(G, T ) the corresponding root system. Furthermore, let KT

be the minimal splitting field of T and �T = Gal(KT /K ) be its Galois group. Then
the natural action of �T on the character group X (T ) defines a homomorphism

θT : �T −→ Aut(�),

and we say that T is generic (over K ) if Im θT contains the Weyl group W (�) =
W (G, T ). If K is a finitely generated field then generic tori always exist; moreover
we have the following.

Proposition 5.4 Let G be an absolutely simple algebraic group over a finitely gen-
erated field K . Given a discrete valuation v of K and a maximal Kv-torus Tv of G,
there exists a maximal K -torus T of G which is generic over K and is conjugate to
Tv by an element of G(Kv).

If K is of characteristic zero, this is proved in [22, Corollary 3.2]; the argument in
positive characteristic requires only minimal changes.

Proof of (I). Let now G be as in Theorem 5.3. Since it is an inner form over K ,
for any maximal K -torus T of G we have Im θT ⊂ W (G, T ) (cf. [21, Lemma 4.1b]).
Assume now that G ′ is an outer form. Using Proposition 5.4, pick a maximal generic
K -torus T ′ of G ′. Since G ′ is an outer form, we have Im θT ′ �⊂ W (�(G ′, T ′)), and
therefore eventually Im θT ′ = Aut(�(G ′, T ′)). It follows from our previous remark
that T ′ cannot be K -isomorphic to anymaximal K -defined torus of G, a contradiction.
Thus, G ′ = SLm′,D′ . Furthermore, the fact that G and G ′ have the same isomorphism
classes of maximal K -tori, implies that

m − 1 = rkK G = rkK G ′ = m′ − 1,
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i.e. m = m′, and hence D′ has degree n.
Proof of (II). Let A = Mm(D) and A′ = Mm(D′). It is enough to show that for

a discrete valuation v of K , the algebras Av = A ⊗K Kv and A′
v = A′ ⊗K Kv

have the same isomorphism classes of maximal étale subalgebras (cf. the Lemma
2.3 and Corollary 2.4 in [24]). Fix a maximal étale Kv-subalgebra E of Av , and let
T = R(1)

E/Kv
(Gm) be the corresponding maximal Kv-torus of G. Using Proposition

5.4, we can find a maximal K -torus T of G which is generic over K and which is
conjugate to T by an element of G(Kv). We have T = R(1)

E/K (Gm) for some maximal
étale K -subalgebra E of A, and then E ⊗K Kv and E are isomorphic as Kv-algebras.
By our assumption, there exists a K -isomorphism ϕ : T → T ′ onto a maximal K -
torus T ′ of G ′, where T ′ = RE ′/K (Gm). Since T is generic and G, G ′ are inner forms,
it follows from Lemma 4.3 and Remark 4.4 in [21] that ϕ extends to an isomorphism
ϕ̃ : G → G ′ defined over an algebraic closure K of K . Now, pick an isomorphism
A ⊗K K → A′ ⊗K K of K -algebras, and let ϕ0 : G → G ′ be the corresponding
K -isomorphism of algebraic groups. Set ϕ′ = ϕ ifψ = ϕ−1

0 ◦ ϕ̃ ∈ AutG is inner, and
defineϕ′ byϕ′(t) = ϕ(t)−1 for t ∈ T ifψ is outer. Then in either case,ϕ′ : T → T ′ is a
K -defined isomorphism of tori that extends to a K -isomorphism ϕ̃′ : G → G ′ induced
by some isomorphism of K -algebras τ : A ⊗K K → A′ ⊗K K . Since E (resp., E ′)
coincides with the K -subalgebra of A (resp., A′) generated by T (K ) (resp., T ′(K )),
and ϕ′(T (K )) = T ′(K ), we conclude that τ yields a K -isomorphism between E and
E ′. It follows that E is isomorphic to the maximal étale Kv-subalgebra E ′ ⊗K Kv of
A′

v . By symmetry, we see that that Av and A′
v have the same isomorphism classes of

maximal étale Kv-subalgebras, as required. �
Remark 5.5 In the notations introduced in the proof of (II) above, it follows from
Lemma 4.3 and Remark 4.4 in [21] that if there exists a nontrivial K -defined isogeny
T → T ′ of generic tori in absolutely almost simple simply connected groups of type
A� then there also exists a K -defined isomorphism T → T ′. So, the finiteness result
of Theorem 5.3 remains valid if one defines the genus using isogeny classes in place
of isomorphism classes. In fact, it also remains valid if one defines the genus in terms
of isomorphism/isogeny classes of just maximal generic tori. On the other hand, the
argument used to prove Theorem 1 in [21] shows that if G and G ′ are absolutely almost
simple algebraic groups over a finitely generated field K with the same isogeny classes
of maximal K -tori then either they have the same type, or one of them is of type B�

and the other of type C� for some � � 3. In particular, if G is an absolutely almost
simple simply connected algebraic group of type different from B� and C� (� � 3)
over a finitely generated field K , then any absolutely almost simple simply connected
K -group having the same isogeny classes of maximal K -tori as G is necessarily a
K -form of G.

Remark 5.6 (Due to A.S. Merkurjev) One can offer a different (in a way, more func-
torial) definition of the genus of an absolutely almost simple K -group G as the set of
K -isomorphism classes of K -forms G ′ of G that have the same isomorphism/isogeny
classes of maximal tori not only over K but also over any field extension F/K . The
well-known theorem of Amitsur [1] asserts that if D and D′ are finite-dimensional
central division K -algebras such that every field extension F/K which splits D also
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splits D′ then [D′] lies in the cyclic subgroup 〈[D]〉 of Br(K ) generated by [D]; in
particular, the genus of G = SL1,D would then be finite for any D and would reduce
to one element for D of exponent two. Furthermore, according to a result of Izhboldin
[12], given nondegenerate quadratic forms q and q ′ of odd dimension n over a field
K of characteristic �= 2 the following condition

(�) q and q ′ have the same Witt index over any extension F/K ,

implies that q and q ′ are scalar multiples of each other (this conclusion being false for
even-dimensional forms). It follows that for G = Spinn(q) with n odd the genus of G
as defined in this remark reduces to a single element. We note that the condition (�)

is equivalent to the fact that the motives of q and q ′ in the category of Chow motives
are isomorphic (Vishik [31], and also Vishik [32, Theorem 4.18], Karpenko [13]), so
one can call the genus defined above the motivic genus. It would be interesting to
investigate the motivic genus for other types of algebraic groups; e.g. one can expect
it trivial for type C� (note that it easily follows from properties of the Pfister forms
that it is always trivial for type G2, at least in characteristic not 2).

6 A geometric connection

The recent interest in the problemof determining an absolutely almost simple algebraic
K -group by the isomorphism/isogeny classes of its maximal K -tori (in particular,
of determining a finite-dimensional central division K -algebra by the isomorphism
classes of maximal subfields) was motivated at least in part by the investigation of
length-commensurable and isospectral locally symmetric spaces (cf. [23, §6]). In fact,
the initial question of whether two central quaternion division algebras overQ(x)with
the same quadratic subfields are necessarily isomorphic appeared in print (apparently,
for the first time) in the paper [21] on locally symmetric space (although unofficially
it may have been around for some time). The purpose of this section is to briefly recall
some aspects of this geometric connection in order to provide a context for a general
conjecture about Zariski-dense subgroups.

For a (compact) Riemannianmanifold M , we let E(M) denote the Laplace spectrum
of M (i.e, the spectrum of the Beltrami–Laplace operator) and L(M) the (weak)
length spectrum of M (i.e., the collection of lengths of all closed geodesics in M). It
is a classical problem in differential geometry to determine what one can say about
two Riemannian manifolds M1 and M2 given the fact that they are isospectral, i.e.
E(M1) = E(M2). It turns out that for locally symmetric spaces, isospectrality implies
iso-length-spectrality (L(M1) = L(M2)), see [21, Theorem 10.1]. On the other hand,
neither iso-length-spectrality nor even isopectrality typically implies that M1 and M2
are isometric, although it was established in [21] that for arithmetically defined locally
symmetric spaces of simple real algebraic groups of types different from A�, D2�+1
(� > 1) and E6, the weaker condition of length-commensurability (Q · L(M1) =
Q · L(M2)) already implies that M1 and M2 are commensurable, i.e. have a common
finite-sheeted cover. We refer the reader to [23] for the history of the problem and
an exposition of the available results. We note only that the problem remains wide
open for non-arithmetically defined locally symmetric spaces, and will now show that
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its analysis in the case of Riemann surfaces leads to a variant of the problem about
quaternion algebras with the same maximal fields.

LetH = {x + iy ∈ C | y > 0} be the upper half-plane with the standard hyperbolic
metric

ds2 = y−2(dx2 + dy2).

Any compact Riemann surface M of genus g > 1 can be written as a quotient
M = H/� by a (cocompact) discrete torsion-free subgroup � ⊂ P SL2(R). Let
π : SL2(R) → P SL2(R) be the canonical homomorphism, and set �̃ = π−1(�). It
is well-known that closed geodesics in M correspond to nontrivial semi-simple ele-
ments in �; the precise nature of this correspondence is not important for us, as we
only need information about the length. One shows that if cγ is a closed geodesic in
M corresponding to a nontrivial semi-simple element γ ∈ �, then its length is given
by the formula:

�(cγ ) = 2

nγ

· | log |tγ̃ ||

where nγ is an integer � 1 (winding number) and tγ̃ is an eigenvalue of an element
γ̃ ∈ �̃ such that π(γ̃ ) = γ (note that since � is torsion-free and discrete, γ̃ is

automatically hyperbolic, i.e. tγ̃ ∈ R and γ̃ is conjugate in SL2(R) to

(
tγ̃ 0
0 t−1

γ̃

)
).

Thus,

Q · L(M) = Q · { log |tγ̃ | | γ ∈ �\{1} semi-simple}. (13)

Oneof the tools for analyzingKleinian groups developed in [17] is based on associating
to a Zariski-dense subgroup �̃ ⊂ SL2(R) (or SL2(C)) theQ-subalgebra D = Q[�̃(2)]
of M2(R) (or M2(C)) spanned by the subgroup �̃(2) ⊂ �̃ generated by squares. This
algebra turns out to be a quaternion algebra whose center is the trace field K = K�̃(2)

(the subfield generated over Q by the traces tr γ̃ for γ̃ ∈ �̃(2)), cf. [17, 3.1, 3.2]; note
that K is automatically contained in D as for any γ̃ ∈ SL2 we have

γ̃ + γ̃ −1 = (tr γ̃ ) · I2.

(The reason for passing from �̃ to �̃(2) can be seen in the fact that the “true” field of
definition of a Zariski-dense subgroup is generated by the traces in the adjoint repre-
sentation, cf. [29]). If the subgroup � is arithmetic then D is precisely the quaternion
algebra involved in its description, so one can expect D to play a significant role also
in the general case. Finally, we note that for any semisimple γ̃ ∈ �̃(2)\{±1}, the sub-
algebra K [γ̃ ] is a maximal étale subalgebra of D and that for any integer n �= 0 we
have K [γ̃ n] = K [γ̃ ].

Now, let Mi = H/�i (i = 1, 2) be two compact Riemann surfaces as above, and let
Di = Q[�̃(2)

i ] and Ki = Z(Di ), for i = 1, 2, be the corresponding quaternion algebra
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and trace field, respectively. Assume that M1 and M2 are length-commensurable. Then
it follows, for example, from [21, Theorem 2] that

K1 = K2 =: K .

Furthermore, (13) implies that for any γ̃1 ∈ �̃
(2)
1 , there exists γ̃2 ∈ �̃(2) such that

tm
γ̃1

= tn
γ̃2

(14)

for some nonzero integers m, n, and vice versa. Then the elements γ m
1 and γ n

2 are
conjugate in SL2(R), hence

K [γ̃1] = K [γ̃ m
1 ] 	 K [γ̃ n

2 ] = K [γ̃2].

Thus, the length-commensurability of M1 and M2 translates into the following con-
dition: D1 and D2 have the same isomorphism classes of maximal étale subalgebras
that intersect nontrivially 2 �̃

(2)
1 and �̃

(2)
2 , respectively. On the other hand, if M1 and

M2 are commensurable, then D1 and D2 are isomorphic as K -algebras (cf. [17]). So,
the expected (but currently lacking much supporting evidence) result that the com-
pact Riemann surfaces that are length-commensurable to a given compact Riemann
surface form finitely many commensurability classes leads to the following algebraic
problem:

(*) Let D be a central quaternion algebra over a finitely generated field K , and � ⊂
SL(1, D) be a finitely generated subgroup Zariski-dense in G = SL1,D with the
trace field K . Let gen(D, �) denote the collection of classes [D′] ∈ Br(K )where
D′ is a quaternion K -algebra for which there exists a finitely generated subgroup
�′ ⊂ SL(1, D′) Zariski-dense in G ′ = SL1,D′ with the trace field K such that D
and D′ have the same isomorphism classes of étale subalgebras that nontrivially
intersect � and �′, respectively. Then gen(D, �) is finite.

(Of course, the commensurability class of a nonarithmetic� is not determined uniquely
by the corresponding quaternion algebra D; in fact, E.B. Vinberg [30] has constructed
an infinite family of pairwise noncommensurable cocompact lattices in SL2(R) that
are contained in M2(Q). On the other hand, one can consider the following stronger
“asymmetric” version of (∗): Let D, K and � be as in (∗). Define gen′(D, �) to
be the collection of classes [D′] ∈ Br(K ) where D′ is a central quaternion divi-
sion K -algebra with the following property: any maximal subfield P of D that is
generated by an element of � admits a K -embedding into D′. Then gen′(D, �) is
finite).

We will now indicate how (∗) can be generalized to arbitrary absolutely almost
simple groups. For this, the relation between the elements γ̃1 and γ̃2 expressed by
(14) needs to be replaced by the notion of weak commensurability introduced in
[21]. Now, rather than working directly with the definition given there, it will be

2 I.e. contain a common element �= ±1.
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more convenient to start with an equivalent form of this notion that was used in
[23, 2.2]. Let G1 ⊂ GLN1 and G2 ⊂ GLN2 be two semi-simple algebraic groups
defined over a field F of characteristic zero. Semi-simple elements γ1 ∈ G1(F) and
γ2 ∈ G2(F) are said to be weakly commensurable if the subgroups of F

×
gen-

erated by their eigenvalues intersect nontrivially. Obviously, this notion is a direct
generalization of the condition (14); at the same time, it is equivalent to the more
technical definition given in [21, §1] that requires the existence of maximal F-tori Ti

of Gi , for i = 1, 2, such that γi ∈ Ti (F) and for some characters χi ∈ X (Ti ), we
have

χ1(γ1) = χ2(γ2) �= 1.

Furthermore, (Zariski-dense) subgroups �1 ⊂ G1(F) and �2 ⊂ G2(F) are weakly
commensurable if every semi-simple element γ1 ∈ �1 of infinite order is weakly
commensurable to some semi-simple element γ2 ∈ �2 of infinite order, and vice
versa. We refer the reader to [21] and the survey article [23] for results about weakly
commensurable Zariski-dense subgroups, one of which (see [21, Theorem 2]) states
that weakly commensurable finitely generated Zariski-dense subgroups of absolutely
almost simple algebraic groups have the same trace field (defined in terms of the adjoint
representation); we only mention here that, just as in the case of Riemann surfaces,
length-commensurability of locally symmetric spaces of simple real algebraic groups
is adequately reflected by weak commensurability of their fundamental groups (see
[23, 2.3] for a discussion). Now, we would like to propose the following conjecture
generalizing (∗).

Conjecture 6.1 Let G1 and G2 be absolutely simple (hence adjoint) algebraic groups
over a field F of characteristic zero, let �1 ⊂ G1(F) be a finitely generated Zariski-
dense subgroup, and let K = K�1 be the trace field 3 of �1. Then there exists a

finite collection G(1)
2 , . . . ,G(r)

2 of F/K -forms of G2 such that if �2 ⊂ G2(F) is a
finitely generated Zariski-dense subgroup that is weakly commensurable to �1, then
it is conjugate to a subgroup of one of the G(i)

2 (K )′s(⊂ G2(F)).

The connection between the analysis of weak commensurability and the study
of absolutely almost simple algebraic groups having the same isomorphism/isogeny
classes of maximal tori (and hence between Conjectures 5.2 and 6.1) is discussed in
[23, §9]. We note that Weisfeiler’s Approximation Theorem [35], in conjunction with
finiteness results for Galois cohomology of algebraic groups over number fields (cf.
[21, §6]), allows one to prove Conjecture 6.1 for K a number field—details will be
published elsewhere. No other cases have been considered so far, but we hope that the
techniques involved in the proof of Theorem 5.3 will lead to a proof of Conjecture
6.1 for inner forms of type A� (of course, one can also consider stronger asymmetric
versions of Conjectures 5.2 and 6.1 along the lines indicated after the statement of
(∗)).

3 I.e., the subfield of F generated by the traces tr Ad γ of all elements γ ∈ �1 in the adjoint representation.
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